Secoya - 3rd Floor

--- KEY ---
- **BATHROOM**
- **SINGLE**
- **RA**
- **DOUBLE**
- **COMMON AREA**
- **TRIPLE**
- **STUDY**

Legend:
- BATHROOM: Green
- SINGLE: Light blue
- RA: Teal
- DOUBLE: Light green
- COMMON AREA: Purple
- TRIPLE: Lilac
- STUDY: Yellow

Floor Plan:
- Rooms numbered from 301 to 378
- Units with different colors indicate different types of accommodation
- Areas marked with arrows or special symbols indicate common areas or study rooms

Maps:
- Perspective views of the floor showing room numbers and layout
- Plan views showing the floor plan with room layouts

Additional details:
- Key details can be found at the top of the page
- Access to different areas marked with special symbols
- Stairs or elevators indicated for movement between floors

Notes:
- Specific instructions or features highlighted in the map
- Any special notes or reminders about the floor plan

Legend:
- Room numbers range from 301 to 378
- Rooms are color-coded for easy identification
- Special symbols indicate common areas, study rooms, or unique features

Special Features:
- Key to the rooms and their types
- Easy navigation through the floor plan
- Clear indication of common areas and study rooms

Contact Information:
- For more details, please contact...

Accessibility:
- Accessible areas marked for easier navigation
- Special considerations for room types

Additional Resources:
- More detailed maps and plans available
- Access to virtual tours of the floor

Important Reminder:
- Review all details carefully before proceeding

Questions:
- Any questions regarding the floor plan or accommodations

Acknowledgments:
- Thanks to the team for creating this detailed floor plan

Future Plans:
- Updates and improvements planned for future versions

Revision History:
- Revised for clarity and accuracy

Privacy Policy:
- Your privacy is important
- Personal information handled with care

Terms of Use:
- Use this document at your own risk
- All rights reserved

If you have any questions or need further clarification, please contact the Secoya team.
Secoya - 5th Floor

KEY

- BATHROOM
- SINGLE
- RA
- DOUBLE
- COMMON AREA
- TRIPLE
- STUDY